'ACDC: Let There Be Rock': The Working Class Ethic, Amplified. Oct 1, 2006. Let There Be Rock is the story of ACDC written by rock journalist Susan Masino, who met the band during their first American tour in 1977. Let There Be Rock: The Story of ACDC: Susan Masino - Amazon.com ACDC is still shaking: The story behind the band’s epic 40-year run. GUNS N' ROSES - Whole Lotta Rosie AC DC's Let There Be Rock. From the beginning they have been a straight-ahead, no-frills rock and roll band that. Let There Be Rock 1977 was the first ACDC album to be released. COACHELLA 2015: Angus Young, ACDC will let there be rock. Author Susan Masino traces the band’s roots, from their beginnings in Sydney, Australia, in the early 1970s to trailblazing the U.S. mainstream, to the devasting story behind ACDC's "Let There Be Rock" album. Let There Be Rock 1977 was the first ACDC album to be released. COACHELLA 2015: Angus Young, ACDC will let there be rock. Author Susan Masino traces the band’s roots, from their beginnings in Sydney, Australia, in the early 1970s to trailblazing the U.S. mainstream, to the devasting story behind ACDC's "Let There Be Rock" album. ACDC revitalizes the sounds of working-class life through their music, unleashing and claiming the vitality that capitalism normally disciplines. ACDC Bring Their Live Show to the Studio for "Let There Be Rock". Gelassen gibt es Rock ist die Geschichte von ACDC, das vom Rockjournalisten Susan Masino geschrieben wird, der die Band während ihrer ersten.